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ABSTRACT
　　This　paper　reports　on　the　results　of　interviews　with　management　level
representatives　of　four　large，　Japanese　organizations：amajor　financial　and
securities　firm，　a　major　department　store，　a　large　engineering　and　con－
struction　company　and　a　major　private　university，　The　four　interviewees
were　asked　a　standard　set　of　questions　regarding　the　composition　and
functioning　of　formal　and　informal　networks　for　the　sharing　of　information，
coordination　of　tasks，　solving　of　problems　and　resolution　of　con且icts　across
internal　division　boundaries　in　their　organizations．
　　Findings　included　that　formal　networks　tend　to　use　a　one・to．many　com．
munication　format　that　focuses　on　information　sharing　and　coordination　of
tasks．　Such　information　is　disseminated　rapidly　and　in　detail　to　coIleagues
and　subord血ates　in　each　division．　Problem　solving　and　confiict　resolution
through　formal　networks　is　restricted　by　a　tendallcy　f（）r　division　repre・
sentatives　to　remain　noncommittal　until　they　can　ascertain　the　stances　of
other　division　representatives　and　by　factional　interests，　Informal　networks
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are　consciously　inaugaurated，　cultivated　and　maintained．　They　are　in　con・
stant　use　and　essential　for　the　making　of　decisions，　solving　of　problems
and　resolution　of　con且icts．　Such　networks　are　formed　through　inter・
personal　contacts　and　si）read　across　divisional　boundaries　through　the　rou－
tine　rotat互on　of　junior　employees．　Communication　in　infbrmal　networks　is
oral　and　face－to－face　in　dyadic　or　small　group　contexts．　The　bulk　of　such
informal　networking　takes　place　after　working　hours　in　eating　and　drink・
ing　establishments．　Communication　in　informal　networks　is　also　influenced
and　restricted　by　factional　interests。
　　KEY　WORDS：Organizational　Communication，　Horizontal　Communica－
tion　Networks，　Formal　and　Informal　Communication　Networks，　Japanese
Organizations．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　互NTRODUCTION
　　As　Allen（1977）points　out‘‘A　review　of　the　literature　on　the　direction－
ality　of　formal　organizational　communication　indicates　that　vertical　com・
munication　has　been　strongly　emphasized　while　horizontal　communication
has　been　underemphasized．”　（p．77）This　American　（United　States）ori－
entation　is　also　reflected　in　publications　related　to　investigations　of　the　di－
rectionality　of　formal　message　flows　in　Japanese　organizationS．　Decision－
making　studies，　for　example，　frequently　raise　the　example　of　ringisho
which　Adams　and　Kobayashi（1969）de丘ne　as“an　elaborate　system　for
the　vertical　channeling　of　all　proposals　for　corporate　action　and　the　com・
munication　of　managerial　decisions。”（p．80）Other　studies　of　comlnunica－
tion　and　decision・making　in　Japanese　organizations　also　con丘ne　themselves
to　what　are　essentially　vertical　channels．　Stewart　et．　al（1986）investi・
gated　the　effects　of　decision－making　style　on　openness　and　satisfaction　in
Japanese　Organizations．　Kume（1985）looked　at　North　American　and
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Japanese　managerial　attitudes　toward　decision・making．　Applbaum　and
Bowers（1983）examined　authority，　timeliness，　conflict，　problem　explora－
tiQn　and　participatiorl　in　a　cross－cultural　comparison　of　Japanese　and
American　organizations．　Bowers（1985）explored　the　relationship　of　Japa・
nese　values　toward　oolnmunication　on　con且ict　management　and　resolution．
Hirokawa　and　Miyqhara（1986）compared　the　in魚ence　strategies　used　by
managers　in　Japanese　and　American　organizations．　And　Neuliep　and
Hazelton（1985）looked　at　the　ways　in　which　Japanese　and　Americans
selected　persuasive　strategies．　Practically　all　these　studies　deal　with　de・
cision－making　relationships　between　superiors　and　subordinates　or　with
strategies　for　getting　subordinates　to　accept　a　decision　once　it　is　made．
Only　Bowers（1985）deals　with　horizontal　channels　of　communication　and
that　is　at　the　general　level　of　culturally　in且uenced　interpersonal　oommuni・
cation　strategies　rather　than　with　communication　purely　w孟thin　an　organ・
izatiOnal　COntext．
　　On　the　other　hand，　some　American　researchers（Rodgers＆　Rodgers，
1976；Tompkins，1984）in　extensive　literature　reviews丘nd　that“Hori・
zontal且ows　in　an　organization　are　more　frequent　than　vertical　Hows・”
And　Clark　in　his　1979　study　of　large　Japanese　companies　says，“＿very
thorough　dissemination　of　information　takes　place　in　many　Japanese　com－
Panies．．．so　that　company　members　know　a　great　deal　of　what　is　going
on，　even　if　it　scarcely　concerns　them．”（p．129）Extensive　formal　and　inform・
al　communication　networks　are，　in　fact，　an　essential　facet　of　large　Japa－
nese　organizations．　Managers　and　employees　are　consciously　aware　of
their　existence　and　function　and　actively　seek　to　establish，　maintain　and
lmProve　them．　This　paper　seeks　to　elaborate　on　Clark’s　assertion　by　de－
scribing　the　features　and　functions　of　formal　and　informal　horizontal
networks　in　large　Japanese　organizations　based　on　interviews　with　mana－
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gers　in　large　organizations　engaged　in　a　variety　of　services　and　endeavors．
By　doing　so　it　hopes　to　oontribute　to　a　better　understanding　of　horizontal
oommunication　in　organizations　in　other　nations　as　welL
DEHNITIONS
　　Goldhaber（1983）de五nes　horizontal　communication　as“the　Iateral　ex－
change　of　messages　among　People　on　the　same　organizationa1　level　or
authority．”　For　purposes　of　this　discussion　I　will　assume　that　such　ex－
changes　are　formal　when　they　take　place　in　the　context　of　o伍cial　settings
for　such　exchanges．　Such　settings　might　be　through　print　media　as　in　the
exchange　of　memoranda　between　department　heads　or，　more　frequently，
through　oral　nledia　as　in　committee　meetings．　Such　messages　are　ex・
changed　for　the　purposes　of　sharing　information，　coordinat重ng　tasks，　solv・
ing　Problems　and　resolving　conflicts　that　cross　an　organization’s　internal
division　lines．
　　Goldhaber　also　de丘nes　inf6rmal　messages　as　those“．。．wh量ch　do　not
follow　scalar　or　functional　lines．．．”　I　would　like　to　extend　the　de丘nition
to　include　those　messages　whose　content　is　functional　in　a　broad　or　gener・
al　sense．　As　exalnples，　two　section　heads　consulting　about　a　task　during
working　hours　would　be　utilizing　a　formal　network，　but　the　same　two
section　heads　talking　about　an　upcoming　routine　rotation　of　ernployees
between　sect三〇ns（a　functional　task　but　one　which　is　weak　in　relevancy
or　immediacy　to　the　main　reason　for　their　interaction）would　be　membets
of　an　informal　network．　Moreover，　both　section　heads　would　still　be　con・
sidered　as　members　of　an　informal　network　even　if　discussion　of　the
above－mentioned　task　of　common◎oncern　arose　spontaneously　while　they
were　having　a　drink　together　after　working　hours．
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　PROCEDURE
　　Interviews　were　conducted　with　higher　management　level　personnel　in
four　Iarge　organizations、　The　individuals　interviewed　were　the　head　of
the　personnel　department　of　a　lnajor丘nancial　and　securities丘rm　with
more　than　5，000　employees，　the　Dean　for　Academic　Affairs　of　a　major
private　university　with　a　student　body　of　more　than　35，000　and　more
than　2，000　faculty．members，　the　head　of　the　engineering　division　of　a
major　engineering　and　construction　company　with　more　than　10，000　em・
ployees，　and　the　manag五ng　director　of　a　major　department　store　with　lnore
than　1，500　employees。　The　translation　of　job　titles　into　English　varies
but　the　two　division　heads　and　the　university　dean　are　referred　to　as
bucho　in　Japanese．　The　managing　director’s　title　is　senmu　tori．shimai
Oraku　indicating　that　he　is　a　member　of　the　board　of　directors　as　well　as
adivision　head．
　　The　interviews　all　followed　a　standard　f6rmat　and　lasted　from　one　to
two　hours．　The　interviews　were　conducted　in　Japanese　by　the　author
and　each　was　recorded　fbr　subsequent　reference．　Intdrviewees　were　asked
questions　of　the　f6110wing　types：
　　1．　composition，　fbrmat，　frequency　and　perceived　utility　of　o缶cial　meet一
　　コ　　1ngs　and　other　channels　of　communication　designed　to　share　inf6rma－
　　tlon・coordinate　tasks，　solve　problems，　and　resolve　con丑icts　across　in．
　　ternal　divisions．
　　2・　Composition，　frequency，　locale　and　perceived　utility　of　informal　Ineet－
　　mgs　and　other　channels　of　communication　designed　to　share　infbrma－
　　　　　tlon，　coordinate　tasks，　solve　problems，　and　reso互ve　conflicts・across　internal
　　divisions．
　　3・Manner　in　which　informal　networks　were　developed　and　maintained．
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4．　Perceived　strengths
works．
5．　Perceived　strengths
works．
and　weaknesses　of　formal　communication　net．
and　weaknesses　of　inf6rmal　communication　net・
FINDINGS
FORM肌NETWORKS
EXECUTIVE　COMMITTEES
　　The　most　common　formal　system　for　sharing　information，　and　coordi－
nating　tasks　across　departmental　and’р奄魔奄唐奄盾氏@boundaries　were　routinely
scheduled　meetings　of　division　heads．　These　ranged　from　a　frequency　of
twice　a　week　for　the　engineering　company　to　once　a　month　f6r　the　uni・
versity　with　one　meeting　per　week　the　norm　for　the　other　two　organiza・
tions．　Formal　agendas　were　composed　and　followed　with　most　informa－
tion　sharing　and　coordination　based　on　written　documents　ampli丘ed　by　oral
reports．
　　The　basic　pattern　was　ora1，0ne・to・many　communicat互on　with　feedback
related　only　to　clarifying　points　of　the　reports．　Problem　solving　and　con－
flict　resolution　in　such　sessions　was　restricted　to　identifying　and　clarifying
the　nature　of　such　problems　and　reporting　the　stance　of　each　division　on
the　matter．　These　stances　were　those　of　each　division　as　a　unit　rather
than　the　personal　observations　of　the　div五sion　heads．　For　example，　if　a
section　had　not　yet　reached　internal　consensus　on　a　matter，　the　head
would　report　it　as“still　under　consideration”or　in　extreme　case§“a
matter　of　dispute．”
　　All　the　interviewees　perceived　such　Ineetings　as　useful　f6r　sharing　in－
fbrmation，　but　as　pro　forma　when　it　came　to　real　c∞rdinat三〇n，　problem
solving　or　c6nfiict　resolution．　On　those　occasions　where　a　more　open　dis－
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cussion　of　issues　was　desired　the　session　would　be　recessed　into　a　com・
mittee　of　the　whole　f6r　the　off－the－record　exchange　of　views．　Such　off－
the・record　sessions　allowed　the　part五cipants　to　offer　more　detail　regarding
the　current　position　of　their　division，　but　were　not　used　to　try　to　reconcile
views　with　other　divisions　or　to　persuade　others　to　accept　a　particular　course
of　action．　All　the　interviewees　were　unanimous　in　considering　thelnselves
as　representatives　of　all　the　members　of　their　particular　divisions　at　such
meetings　and　conducted　themselves　accordingly．　Such　a　posture　was　per－
ceived　as　placing　restrictions　on　their　individual　assessments　of　the　infor－
mation　exchanged　and　issues　considered．
　　Such　meetings　often　served　as　screening　sessions　for　information　to　be
passed　on　to　higher　level　bod圭es．　They　were　not　generally　perceived　as
policy　or　decision・making　organs；the　latter　functions　being　reserved　for
the　boards　of　directors　or　other　policy－making　bod童es　in　each　organization．
Information　received　ih　such　meetings　was　promptly　commUnicated　more
or　less　in　full　to　subordinates　and　colleagues，　both　fotmally　and　informal－
ly．　H6wever，　each　manager　did　screen　out　some　of　the　details　when　these
were　perceived　to　be　irrelevant　to　the　division．
　　All　the　interviewees　were　in　agreement　that　such　regularly　scheduled
meetings　served　to　keep　them　aware　of　the　overall　functioning　of　their
o「9anizat量on，　especially　as　regarded　matters　of　little　immediacy　to　their
own　divisions．　Such　meetings　also　served　to　help　them　clarify　important
lssues　and　identify　problems．　The　three　business　managers　also　felt　that
such　meetings　aHowed　them　to　identify　individuals　who　should　be　con・
tacted　for　subsequent　informal　communication　related　to　c∞rdination，　prob・
lem　solving　and　conflict　resolution．
　　As　problems，　they　identi丘ed　three　areas．　The丘rst　was　a　minor　irritant
「esulting　from　a　perceived　loss　of　time　or　waste　of　effort　in　preparing　for
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and　attending　such　meetings　when　the　agenda　included　only　very　routine
matters．　However，　they　all　felt　it　was　better　to　err　in　this　direction
rather　than　risk　loss　of　communication　by　calling　such　meetings　only　to
deal　with　speci丘c　issues　affecting　all　divisions．　The　second　problem　was
atendancy　for　factional　interests　to　intrude　upon　the　effective　sharing　of
information　or　consideration　of　problems　and　conflicts．　Such　factionalism
was　not　necessarily　restricted　to　divisional　interests．　Factionalism　is　a
complex　aspect　of　Japanese　organizat三〇ns，　and　we　will　deal　with　it　more
later　on．　The　third　problem　was　identi丘ed　as　a　tendancy　for　participants
in　such　meetings　to　remain　noncommittal　in　expressing　their　views（whether
personal　or　as　representative　of　their　divisions）unt三l　after　ascertaining　the
prevailing　mood　of　the　meeting　or　the　probable　stances　of　the　partici・
pants．　This　latter　process　is　termed　in　Japanese　hiツorimi　Iiterally“forcast。
ing　the　weather．”i．　e．　sitting　on　the　fence．　It　is　the　presence　of　the　lat・
ter　two　tendancies　in　Japanese　organizations　that　tends　to　restrict　such
formal　networks　to　document－based，　information　sharing，　coordination　and
legitimization　of　informally・arrived－at　decisions　while　excluding，　for　the
most　part，　active　problem　solving　and　con且ict　resolution．
STEERING　COMMITTEES，　PROJECT　TEAMS，　AND　TASK　FORCES
　　Two　other　common　types　of　formal　settings　for　horizontal　communication
are　steering　committees　with　a　speci丘c　venue　and　project　teams　or　task
forces．　Examples　of　the　former　would　be　steering　committees　formed　for
the　purpose　of　coordinating　the　opening　of　a　new　branch　of　the　company
or　to　supervise　courses　taken　in　common　by　students　from　dif〔erent　col・
leges　of　the　university．　An　example　of　the　latter　might　be　a　project　team
established　to　plan，　guide　and　evaluate　the　implementation　of　an　organi－
zation・wide　installation　of　computers，　word　processors　and　work　stations．
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Such　cross－divisional　bod三es　have　formal　status　and　are　regulated　by　writ－
ten　guidelines．　Each　is　composed　of　both　administrators　and　specialists
and　served　by　a　secretariate。　The　steering　committees　tend　to　function
much　like　the　executive　committees　described　above　but，　as　their　generic
name　implies，　give　more　weight　to　task　coordination　than　do　the　latter．
Prolect　teams　and　task　forces　in　turn　give　more　emphasis　to　problem
solving．
　　Steering　committees　tend　to　meet　less　frequently　than　executive　com．
mittees　and　at　irregular　intervals．　Project　teams　and　task　forces　meet
often　but　are　scheduled　irregularly．　Steering　committees　are　perceived　of
as　being　Prone　to　the　same　short－com重ngs　as　executive　committees　plus　an
additional　problem　that　arises　from　m孟xing　administrators，　who　are　often
selected　on　a　seniority　basis，　with　specialists　chosen　for　their　expertise．
The　former　may　have　di伍culty　in　evaluating　input　from　the　latter　while
the　latter　may　be　intimidated　by　the　status　of　the　former．　On　the　other
hand，　divisional　adlninistrative　representatives　to　such　steering　committees
are　regularly　rotated　and　such　commi亡tees　provide　an　educational　function
for　new　administrators．　Such　committee　assignments　also　become　one
means　of　establishing　inf6rmal，　horizontal　channels　across　d三vision　lines．
Information　acquired　by　representatives　of　steering　committees　is　dissemi．
nated　less　promptly　and　widely　than　that　received　from　executive　commiレ
tees　in　that　it　is　usually　passed　on　through　the　division’s　gatekeeper
organ（the　division　executive　committee　or，　on　rare　occasions，　the　division
head　alone）。
　　Project　teams　and　task　forces　are　also　reported　as　beipg　subject　to　the
restraints　of　factionalism　and　fence・sitting，　though　to　a　lesser　extent　than
the　other　two　types　of　committees，　since’such　bodies　are　often’モ窒?≠狽?п@for
the　specific　purpose　of　solving　Problems．　Moreover，　since　information
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sharing　and　coordination　of　tasks　are　vital　to　this　goa1，　they　do　well　in
these　three　areas．　However，　when　it　comes　to　resolving　conHicts，　the　obli・
gation　of　being　divisional　representatives　dominates　with　the　result　that
such　bodies　also　tend　to　relegate　this　function　to　informal　channels．　The
interviewees　also　felt　that　project　teams　and　task　forces　often　suffered
from　insu佑cient　information　vis－a・vis　the　political　and　human　factors
related　to　implementing　their　proposed　solutions．　Information　garnered　by
project　teams　and　task　forces　was　most　slowly　and　least　widely　dissemi－
nated，　being　almost　wholly　processed　through　gate－keeping　bodies　or　indi－
viduals．
　　Finally，　formal　networks　while　making　extensive　use　of　documents　re－
lied　heavily　upon　face・to．face　oral　interaction　in　small　groups　ranging　up
to　thirty　members　or　so，　but　typically　comprised　of　12　to　15　individuals．
Memoranda　were　rare，　though　requests　for　action　or　consideration　in　the
name　of　higher　level　executives　normany　served　as　the　formal　basis　for
items　on　the　agenda．　Telephoning　was　used　to　a　minor　extent　in　setting
agendas　as　well　as　the　times　and　places　of皿eetings．　None　of　the
interviewees　had　yet　participated　in　teleconferencing　for　interdivisional
coordination．
THE　FACU正TY　SENATES　OF　JAPANESE　UNIVERSIT豆ES：
ASPECIAL　CASE
　　One　instance　of　the　above　general　description　of　formal　bodies　and
networks　for　horizontal　comunication　is　distinctive　enough　to　warrant
special　attention　here．　It　is　also，　however，　typical　enough　of　Japanese
・・g・pi・a・i…i・i・・fun・・i・ni・g…erve　a・a・peci丘c　ex・mp1・・f　m・ny・f
the　points　discussed　above．　This　network　is　embodied　in　the　faculty　sen－
ates　of　each　of　a　major　university’s　colleges　or　schools．
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　　Although　major　Japanese　universit至es　are　composed　of　departments
formed　around　the　various　academic　disciplines　as　are　their　European　and
American　counterparts，　they　tend　to　function　adminstratively　and　commu－
nicatively　at　the　level　of　the　school　or　college．　This，　in　itself，　may　not
seem　so　di｛Terent　from　European　or　American　models　except　that　the
faculty　senate　of　each　s6h∞l　retains　primary　decision　and　policy・making
powers　over　personnel　and　curriculum　matters，　except　where　restricted　by
right　of　review　from　those　bodies　representing　the　university　as　a　legal
elltity　and　as　circumscribed　by　national　and　local　laws，　The　faculty　sen・
ates　also　exercise　decision・making　authority　over　Inany　routine　matters
handled　by　department　heads　in　American　and　European　institutions．
These　bodies　also　serve　as　horizontal　communication　networks　between
the　members　of　each　college’s　component　departments．
　　Typically，　each　faculty　senate　meets　once　or　twice　a　month　on　a　regu・
Iarly　scheduled　basis．　This　is　regardless　of　whether　the　agenda　conta重ns
items　that　require　urgent　consideration　or　not．　The　meeting　has　the
Power　to　make　formal　decisions　regarding　personnel，　curriculum　and　aca－
demic　administration，　but　it　is　primarily　considered　as　an　occasion　for　in－
formation　sharing　and　coordination．　Prob互em　solving　and　conflict　resolu・
　．tlon　is　normally　handled　informally　beforehand，　and　the　formal　faculty
Ineeting　usually　legitimizes　the　result．
　　All　full　professors　are　automatically　members　of　the　faculty　senate　and
mthe　case　of　many　universities　this　privilege　is　extended　to　associate
and　assistant　professors　by　vote　of　the　senate　itself．　In　the　latter　instance，
each　new　memb6r　of　the　faculty　is　considered　on　a　case・by－case　basis
although　apProval　is　usually　pro／b枷α．　Meetings　are　chaired　by　the
dean　of　the　college　with　each　department　head　responsible　for　particular
a「eas　such　as　requests　for　leave　or　readmission　of　suspended　students，
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etc．　The　agenda　normally　includes　reports　on　the　meetings　of　the　deans
of　the　university，　various　standing　and　steering　committees　and　the　ap・
proval　of　a　Iarge　number　of　routine　administrative　matters，　in　other
words，　as　a　network　for　the　dissemination　of　information　about　what　is
happening　in　other　divisions　of　the　university．　The　most　important　deci－
sions　made　by　the　faculty　senate　are　related　to　the　recruitment　of　new
faculty，　changes　in　curriculum，　and　decisions　regarding　the　number　of
the　students　to　be　admitted　on　the　basis　of　examinations　administered　by
the　individual　colleges　each　year．　Policy　changes　which　affect　the　uni・
versity　as　a　whole　alsQ　require　the　approval　of　each　faculty　senate，　though
this　may，　at　times，　be　accomplished　in　joint　sessions　of　all　the　faculty
senates．
　　The　agenda　for　each　meeting　is　set　by　the　dean　of　the　college　along　with
the　chairpeople　of　each　department　meeting　as　an　executive　steering　comlhit．
tee．　This　body　also　reviews　all　items　in　advance　and　prepares　documen－
tation　for　distribution　to　the　faculty　members．　The　chiefs　of　the　college’s
secretariate　（non・faculty，　administrative　personnel）also　attend　executive
board　meetings　and　assist　in　such　preparation．　The　executive　board　re－
hearses　its　presentations　for　the　faculty　senate，　discussing　various　nuances
and　anticipating　problems．　They　also　ident圭fy　conHicts　and’initiate　in－
formal　consultations　aimed　at　selecting　a　consensus　solution　that　will　then
be　presented　for　legitimization　at　the　full　faculty　meeting．　This　latter
process　may　require　opening　some　sessions　of　the　senate　to　discussion　and
debate　of　particularly　dif丑cult　issues．　Such　sessions　are　generally　for
clearing　the　air，　however，　rather　than　directly　related　to　reaching　a
decision．
　　　As　with　the　general　case　for　forma1，　horizontal　networks　stated　above，
individual　faculty　members　see　the　faculty　meeting　primarily　as　a　means
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of　sharing　information．　They　use　it　as　an　initial　opportunity　to‘‘gauge
the　weather”related　to　various　policies，　problems　and　con且呈cts．　On　the
basis　of　such　perceptions　they　will　formulate　or　modify　their　own　positions
which　they　will　then　coordinate　with　others　through　the　informal　net－
works　they　participate　in．　The　process　is　lengthy，　depends　a　great　deal
on　interpersonal　factors，　and　is　usually　subject　to　factional　considerations
and／or　pressures．．Although，　the　faculty　senate　functions　as　the　final
decision－making　body　within　each　school，　it　also　serves　as　the　major，　for・
mal，　horizontal　network　for　communication　among　the　members　of　each
of　the　schoors　departments．　It　also　plays　an　important　role　in　assisting
members　to　identify　those　informal　channels　necessary　for　effective　co・
ordination　of　eflorts，　solving　of　problems，　and　resolution　of　conflicts．
INFORMA正NETWORKS
　　All　the　intervie漉es　were　unanimous　in　stating　that　inforlnal　networks
were　absolutely　essential　in　their　organizations　for　the　interdivisional　as
well　as　intra－divisional　sharing　of　information，　coordination　of　tasks，　solv・
mg　of　problems，　and　resolution　of　conflicts．　In　fact，　the　latter　two　func・
　のtlons　were　handled　aImost　exclusively　in　the　context　of　informal　net・
works，　only　later　being　legitimized　by　formal　bodies．
COMPOSITION　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
　　Informal　networks　tended　to　be　composed　of　individuals　in　various
departments　and　divisions　who　had　been　identi丘ed　through　personal　in・
te「action　as　possessing　certain　traits．　The　most　important　of　these　traits
was　shinyo　which　roughly　translates　as　credibility，　trust　and　reliability．
L・y・1ty・nd・・n、iderati。n　f。r　c。lleag。，、　f。II。w、　n。。t　i・imp・・t・nce．　Th・
ability　to　retain　con丘dentiality　was　also　an　important　factor．　These　three
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clusters　represent　assessments　of　interpersonl　character　factors．　Since　such
inforlnal　channels　are　also　used　to　gather　and　disseminate　information，
such　competence　factors　as　possession　of　information　and　ability　to　ac・
complish　certain　tasks　also　ranked　high．　Some　individuals　were　identi丘ed
on　the　basis　of　their　ability　to　identify　other　links　in　the　network　or
to　serve　as　mediators．
　　One　of　the　interviewees　went　so　far　as　to　categorize　his　informal　con－
tacts　into　three　ranks．“A”rank　oontacts　possessed　all　the　traits　listed
above．　They　could　be　absolutely　relied　upon　to　provide　or　transmit　in・
formation，　assist　in　coordinating　tasks，　help　to　solve　problems，　and／or
resolve　con且icts．　This　remained　true　regardless　of　their　current　duties
and　division　afmiation．‘‘B”rank　contacts　were　perceived　to　be　in　pos－
session　of　certain　knowledge，　talents，　abilities　or　contacts．　They　were，
however，　perceived　as　being　less　trustworthy　or　reliable　in　complying
with　requests　or　passing　on　information．　“C”rank　individuals　were
those　with　whom　there　had　been　previous　interpersonal　interactions．
However，　such　interaction　had　been　Iimited　to　the　extent　that　character
assessment　was　di缶cult　and　competence　assessment　limited　to　a　cursory
knowledge　of　their　present　job　descriptions．‘℃”rank　members　of　the
network　were　always　4pproached　through“A”Qr“B”rank　members．“B”
rank　members　were　used　only　when“A”rank　members　oould　not　provide
the　same　function．“B”rank　members　were　cultivated　by　various　means
in　the　hopes　that　they　might　become“A”rank　links　in　the　network．
FORMATION
　　Informal　networks　were　formed　primarily　through　interpersonal　interac・
tion．　Initially，　a　network皿ight　be　composed　of◎011eagues　who　had
become　acquainted　prior　to　their　entry　into　the　organization　or　who　had
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entered　the　organization　together．　In　the　former　case，　individuals　had
commonly　been　classmates　at　university　or　even　during　their　primary　or
secondary　school　days．　In　the　latter　case，　they　may　have　gone　through　a
company　training　and　or量entation　program　together　or　have　been　recruited
into　the　university　organization　at　the　same　time．　In　the　case　of
the　university　organization，　faculty　teaching　　specialized　　subjects　are
normally　recruited　from　the　university’s　own　graduate　school　while　those
teaching　general　education　courses　are　drawn　from　the　liberal　arts　gra－
duate　schools　of　a　limited　number　of　prestigious　universities　such　as
Tokyo　University．　This　practice　served　to　give　them　a　common　ground
for　association　in　developing　informal　contacts　across　divisional　lines．
　　During　their　early　years　with　the　company　the　business　recruits　were
routinely　transferred　from　one　section　to　another，　in　some　cases　as　often
as　twice　a　year．　This　process　continually　brought　them　into　interpersonal
contact　with　an　ever　increasing　number　of　work　colleagues．　At　the　same
time，　the　day－to－day　requirements　of　ful丘11ing　their　work　obligations　and
lnteracting　with　others　allowed　both　superiors　and　oolleagues　to　make　more
and　Inore　detailed　assessments　of　both　the　character　and　competence
traits　described　above．　Other　members　were　added　to　the　networks　by
means　of　acquaintances　formed　during　associations　in　leisure　time　activi・
tles　such　as　participation　in　sports，　Playing　majong，　or　travelling　together
on　company　or　section　sponsored　trips．　By　far　the　most　ilnportant　activity
mthis　process　of　network　formation　were　almost　daily　liasons　at　snack
bars　and　other　drinking　and　eating　establishments　after　working　hours；
　　　　　　　　　　　　　．an　lnstltution　the　Japanese　call　tsukiai　（lit．　association）．
　　University　faculty　members　do　not，　of　course，　rotate　among　the　co1－
leges．　For　them　the　primary　network　formati6n　vehicles　were　tsukiai，
「egularly　scheduled　faculty　parties，　participation　in　sports　and　clubs　（for－
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med，　for，　example　for　the　purpose　of　playing　shogi－Japanese　chess），and
rotation　of　minor　committee　assignments　such　as　representative　for　stu．
dent　affairs．　Since　each　college　maintains　its　own　independent　faculty　in
general　education　or　subjects　such　as　the　Japanese　Constitution　or　econo・
mics，　there　were　also　opportunities　for　faculty　members　from　different
colleges　but　who　were　teach童ng　and　researching　in　the　same　discipline　to
get　together．　In　addition，　the　composition，　proctoring，　and　grading　of　the
annual　entrance　examinations　provided　a　major　opportunity　for　interaction
with　faculty　from　other　divisions　of　the　university．
　　All　of　the　interviewees　pointed　out　that　one　of　the　distinguishing
features　of　individuals　who　were　regarded　as　the　actual　administrators
of　their　oranizations，　regardless　of　whether　they　held　such　lob　titles
or　not，　was　that　they　actively　and　consciously　worked　at　creating　and
maintaining　such　informal　communicatio耳networks　both　within　and　across
division　lines．　Meals，　tsukiai，　chats　during　working　hours，　and　even　tele・
phone　calls　were　used　to　maintain　contact　with　former　colleagues　who
had　been　transferred　to　other　divisions　or　to　cultivate　newly　identified，
potential皿embers　of　the　network．　Of　course，　such　contacts　often　origi－
nated　fpr　task・related　purposes，　but　it　was　perceived　to　be　machiavellian
to　cultivate　the　network　in　a　speci五c，　job・related　manner．　Nor㎞ally，　the
network　was　formed　on　the　basis　of　personal　attraction，　common　interests，
mutual　membership　in　the　same　organization，　and　a　simple　desire　to　know
more　about　one，s　fellow　workers．
FREQuENcY　AND　LOCALE
　　Informal，　horizontal　communicat圭on　networks　across　internal　division
lines　were　in　almost　constant　use．　The　interviewees　perceived　their
utilization　to　be　sQ　normal　as　to　be　almost　unconscious．　The　personnel
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manager，　because　of　his　duties，　made　use　of　them　during　working　hours
as　well　as　after．　He　occasionally　used　the　telephone　but　did　most　of　his
consultation　dyadically　at　deskside　in　his　ofHce　or　that　of　his　colleague．
In　a　sense，　his　contacts　could　be　considered　task　related，　although　he
perceived　them　to　be　informal　and“just　keeping　in　touch”．
　　The　engineer三ng　division　manager　and　the　department　store　manag童ng
director　preferred　to　contact　their　counterparts　after　working　hours．
This　was　usually　in　a　small　group　composed　of　other　members　of　the
network　or　with　subordinqtes．　Very　substantial　matters　such　as　solving
amajor　problem　or　resoMng　a　con且ict　would　be　handled　dyadically
because　of　their　sensitive　nature．　The　university　dean　was　able　to　make
use　of　free　time　in　the　course　of　the　day　to　consult五nformally　with
People　in　other　divisions．　He．als6　participated　in　informal　meetings　after
working　hours　practically　everyday．　None　of　the　interviewees　used　wri・
ting　for　such　informal，　horizontal　communication．
SPECIA正FEATURES
　　Informal，　horizontal　communication　networks　in　Japanese　organizations
are　characterized　by　two　special　features：tsukiai　and　nemawashi．　Tsu・
kiai　or　association　is　often　described　in　writings　on　Japanese　business
P「actlces　as　an　after－work，　drinking　party．　This　description　is　somewhat
misleading，　however．　While　it　is　true　that　most　tsukiai　take　place　in
small　bars　or　restaurants　where　alchohol　is　available，　this　is　not　a
「equlrement．　Some　groups　who　do　not　drink　alchohol　at　all　still　engage
ln　tsukiai．　Even　in　the　normal　situation，　there　are　commonly　members
of　each　group　who　do　not　drink．　Tsukiai　is　mainly　a　forum　for　infor・
mal　cornmunication．　It　is　the　primary　means　by　which　Japanese　in
o「9anizations　come　to　know　each　other　wel1．　It　is　also　the　major　vehicle
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for　teaching　junior　Inembers　of　an　organization“the　ropes”both　in　terms
of　job－related　information　alld　interpersonal　relations，　Particlpatlon　m
tsukiai　is　vital　to　those　seeking　to　function　effectively　in　a　Japanese
。，g。ni、ati・n，　b・t・u・h　p・・ti・ip・ti・・三・alw・y・at　th・di・creti・n・f　th・
individual．　All　the　interviewees　were　in　agreement　on　this　point　and
felt　that，　at　present，　more　and　more　young　members　of　the　organization
were　exercising　the　option　to　minimize　their　participation　in　tsukiai・
This　was　perceived　to　be　a　potential　problem　for　such　indiviuals　vis－a－v玉s
their　eventual　realization　of　their　full　potential　within　the　organization．
Ail　four　felt　that　they　participated　in　tsukiai　because　it　was　a　pleasurable
as　well　as　useful　activity　for　them．
　　Nemaωashi，　laying　the　groundwork，　is　the　use　of　informal　horizontal
communication　channels，　and　occasionally　a　subordinate・superior　channel，
to　reach　a　decision，　solve　a　problem　or　resolve　a　conflict．　The　term
literally　refers　to　binding　up　the　roots　of　a　plant　or　bush　when　it　is
transplanted　from　one　location　to　another．　Thus，　by　binding　up　all
the　・・roots・・　（the　opinions　of　all　parties　to　a　decision　or　con伍ct）　one
insures　that　things　can　be“moved”　（implemented）．　Such　nemawashi
is　handユed　through　informal　networks．　Most　often　it　is．dyadic，　but　may
take　place　in　small　groups　composed　of　individuals　with　a　strorig　common
interest．　Another　point　made　by　the　three　interviewees　from　business
。，g。。i，ati。n，　i・th・t・・m・w・・hi・．hi・h　h・・alw・y・exi・t・d　h・nd　i・h・・d
with　ringisゐo　or　more　accurately　ringi・seido，－the　ringi　system　rather
than　the　document　itself－continues　to　be　of　fundamental　importance
in　Japanese　organizational　communication　and　decision　making　while　the
latter　system　has　all　but　disappeared　in　the　large　organizations　with
which　they　are　acquainted．　It　is　their　view　that　the　ringi－seido　was，　in
fact，　always　merely　a　legitimization　and　documentation　practice　rather
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than　an　actual　decision－1naking　system，　except　perhaps　in　the　case　of　so．
called　one－man　organizations　where　a　single　ind量vidual　or　small　oligarchy
controlled　most　aspects　of　the　organization．
FACTIONAHSM
　　As　with　formal　networks，　the　primary　barrier　to　the　effective　func－
tioning　of　informal　communication　networks　in　Japan　is　factionalism．
Factions　are，　in　fact，　informal　networks　themselves．　Traditionally，　fac－
tions　were　formed　along　vertical　I至nes．　A　typical　example　in　the　univer。
sity　context　would　be　an　older　professor　and　several　of　his　former　stu－
dents　who　are　now　also　melnbers　of　the　same　faculty．　In　the　business
world　a　similar　relationship　might　be　based　on　order　of　entry　to　the
company　or　order　of　graduation　from　the　salne　department　of　the　same
　　ロ　　　　　　　　　　　　ゆunlverslty．　According　to　the　interviewees，　these　days　factions　are　more
likely　to　form　among　organization　members　with　similar　outlooks　toward
organization　policies　and　practices　or　alnong　those　who　see　their　current
　　　の　　　　posltlons　threatened　by　changes　brought　on　by　external　factors　such　as
technology　or　evolving　social　values．　Ascertaining　the　existance　of　such
fac・i…，・h・童・s・・nce・・w・・d…i・u・issu・・and・ec・・，ili。g　th。i，　p。、i、i。。S
with　others　is　also　carried　out　informally；primarily　by　means　of　tsztkiai
and　nemauりashi
CONCLUSION
L・・g・J・p・n・・e・・g。ni，ati。h、　m。ke　e。t。n、i。。　u、e。f　f。，m。1。nd　i。．
f・・m・1…w・・k，f。rc。mmunica，i。n　acr。ss　i。，。，n。l　di。i、i。n　b。u。d。，i。，．
Th・f・・m・1…w・・k・are　u，ed　m。i。1，　f。，　i。f。，m。，i。n，h。，i。g。。d。。。，．
di…i・n・f…k・．　Typi・all，，・h，，e　f。，m。1。，、w。，k、　are　c。m，。，ed。f
standing・executive　committees，　steering　committees，　project　teams　and
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task　forces．　Such　networks　screen　三nput　for　higher　level　organs　and
d三sseminate　information　quickly　and　in　detail　to　the　organization’s　intern．
al　divisions．　Communication　within　formal　networks　is　usually　from
individuals　to　the　whole（reports）．　Decision　making　and　problem　solving
are　restricted　because　individual　members　of　the　network　perceive　them．
selves　as　representatives　of　all　members　and　factions　of　their　respective
divis圭ons　and　prefer　to　remain　noncommittal　on　controversial　issues　until
these　have　been　clari丘ed　or　reconciled　through　informal　channels．　Fac．
tionalism　also　exerts　a　restrictive　influence　on　the　problem－solving　and
conflict・resolution　functions　of　such　formal，　horizontal　networks．
　　Informal，　interdivisional，　horizontal，　communication　networks　are　form．
ed，　cultivated　and　皿aintained　through　interpersonal　interaction．　Such
networks　are　often　initiated　by　such　commonalities　as　graduating　from
the　same　school　or　entering　the　organ三zation　at　the　same　time．　They
are　enlarged　ma呈nly　by　on・the－job　interaction　and　secondarily　through
advocational　interests．　Tsukiai　or　informal，　after　work，　associations　are
the　pr量mary　vehicle　by　which　such　informal　networks　grow　and　are
maintained，　Routine　rotation　of　young　members　to　other　sections　and
divis三〇ns　plays　an　important　role　in　business　organizations　in　creating
the　inter－divisional　nature　of　sqch　networks．　In　academic　organizations
rotation　of　committee　assignments　and　advocational　activities　perform　a
similar　function．　Network　members　with　administrative　interests　con・
sciously　cultivate　and　enlarge　their　informal　contacts　with　colleagues　in
other　divisions．　This　is　normally　carried　out　after　regular　working
hours　and　is　considered　an　essential　part　of　their　rQle　as　administrators。
　　Probleln－solving　and　conflict　resolution　is　handled　primarily　through
informai　networks，　and　such　networks　are　considered　vital　for　this　very
reason．　This　is　true　whether　the　network　is　intra－divisional　or　inter・
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divisional．　Nemaωashi，　the　informal，　primarily　oral　and　dyadic，　feeling
out　of　positions　and　then　reconciling　them，　is　an　important　communica－
tive　funct三〇n　of　such　informal　networks．　Informal　networks　are　also
subject　to　the　restrictive　in且uence　of　factions，　which　are　themselves
networks．　Because．interaction　in　the　informal　networks　is　primarily
interpersonal，　it　is　time－consuming　and　usually　subject　to　non－rational
factors．
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